
 

 
 

 

Subject- ENGLISH                      Session 2020-21 (WEEKLY TEST 1) 

Class IV 

Unit-1 Neha’s Alarm Clock 

Day 1 Read the synopsis 

Understand the lesson 

Read the lesson aloud 

 

 This story tells us about a girl named Neha whose alarm clock always rings 

at six in the morning.  

 

 She tries to prevent herself from the noise of the clock. Her clock falls 

down and she feels happy that there is no alarm clock to wake her up the 

next morning.  

 

 

 The next morning she gets disturbed with the noise made from chirping of 

birds and the blazing Sun. However, her wishes are fulfilled when there are 

no birds and the Sun is behind the clouds.  

 

 Neha wakes up the next day with a start and she is surprised that she woke 

up on her own. Her mother assures her that there is a clock which tells one 

when to wake up. 

 

 

Day 2 Underline and learn the following spellings: 

 narrator 

 alarm 

 snuggles 

 mutters 

 tomorrow 

 chirpy 

 window sill 

 guess 

 snores 

 escape 

 imagine 

 rush 

 relax 
 

Day 3 Word Web  (Synonyms) * to be done in the form of a web 

 

[ to be written in English literature notebook ] 

 

1. mutter: mumble, chatter, whisper 

2. escape: flee, run away, elude 

3. snuggle: embrace, nestle, cuddle 

4. rush: hurry, sprint, race 



Day 4 Back exercise to be done 
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Q. State whether True or False 

1. The alarm clock always rings at 7 in the morning: ____ 

2. Neha wishes that the alarm clock should forget its job: ____ 

3. The small butterflies came to the window sill and woke up Neha: ____ 
 

Day 5 Answer the following questions: 

1. How does the Sun wake up Neha? 

2. What did Neha wish for when the alarm clock rang at 6 in the morning? 

3. How was Neha able to wake up on her own? 

Day 6 Unseen Passage 

Read the following passage : 

It was a warm summer day and Alice was getting bored sitting beside her 

sister. Suddenly a little white rabbit ran in front of her and disappeared down 

a rabbit’s hole. Alice ran to the rabbit’s hole and peeped through the 

entrance. Suddenly she fell down the hole and landed in a narrow hallway 

with doors of many sizes. She entered through a door and saw a splendid 

garden. She also met a caterpillar who could talk. Alice continued to explore 

and met the Queen of the place. The Queen ordered Alice to play croquet 

with her. 

Answer the following questions: 

1. Write the antonyms of the following words from the passage: 

a) cold- 

b) appeared- 

 

2. Find words from the passage which mean the following: 

a) felt tired or unhappy because there is nothing to do or something is not 

interesting: _____ 

b) beautiful, magnificent or very impressive: _______ 

 

3. What did Alice see when she was sitting beside her sister? 

4. What did the Queen order Alice to do? 

Extra Reading 

The Eyes of the Eagle by Ruskin Bond 

Chapter 1 and 2 to be read thoroughly 

 

Day 7 Test 

 

 

 


